// THE CHALLENGE

Custom Moon Pool Launch
& Recovery System (MLARS)
// REQUIREMENTS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Entire system designed to fit tight space constraints & meet working load requirements
Multi-mission functionality in terms of launch and retrieval
Mechanical levelwind to accommodate proper spooling of cable
Fully integrated electrohydraulic controls
Rescue winch & electronic clutch packs in case of partial or complete power loss
Trolley able to move fore-aft, winches synced at multiple angles for operation and deployment
System designed to meet ABS (American Bureau of Shipping) Rules for Underwater Vehicles, Systems,
and Hyperbaric Facilities.

// PROJECT HISTORY
In 2012, SIT was contracted
to design and build Moon
Pool Doors, including the
hydraulic system for the
Navy. After successfully
completing that project, the
prime contractor contacted
SIT with an opportunity to
increase scope on the same
vessel and supply the MLARS
(Moon Pool Launch and
Recovery System).
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// SOLUTION
SIT combined their hydraulic and electric experience to design a system of 6 custom winches: 4 winches
synchronized in pairs mechanically and electronically; 1 winch at deck level; and 1 rescue winch in case of
power failure. Custom gearbox design was necessary to meet load requirements and high torque rating
while keeping the winches within tight space constraints to fit within the hull of the ship.
Chris Russo, mechanical engineer identified what he believed to be the most challenging portion of the
project. “The levelwind system, necessary to spool the cable properly, required very precise calculations to
time the gear ratios and required great consideration of machine tolerance stack-ups. Tolerances as little as
0.005” compound over time so when stacking 5 layers of cable onto the winch drum is definitely a learning
experience for myself and all involved.”
Working with the criteria provided by the Customer, SIT fabricated and assembled a cursor assembly guide
to ensure stability while lowering through the moon pool doors. To control the system, SIT designed and
built a control panel with a joystick and touchscreen interface.
The entire system was certified to ABS guidelines, tested at SIT’s facility in New Orleans, LA and
commissioned by SIT on the vessel. This equipment shows how the team at SIT specializes in solving
custom challenges for its customers that need structural, hydraulic and/or electric systems.
Supreme Integrated Technology, Inc. is a subsidiary of Employee Owned Holdings, Inc., headquartered in
Harahan, Louisiana, and is a 100% employee owned company. For other information about SIT and our family
of employee owned companies, please visit www.supremeintegratedtechnology.com.
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